
Ladder of Inference  

We use the ladder to… 
1. Become more aware of our own 

thinking and reasoning 
2. Make our thinking and reasoning 

more visible 
3. Inquire into others’ thinking and 

reasoning 
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Integrating Mindful Inquiry with 
Ladder of Inference 

•  “Tell me more about what you mean when you say 
(inference). What is the observable data behind that 
statement?” 

•  “Is there another perspective on the observable data?  
Is there a missing perspective?” 

•  “Can you run me through your reasoning?” 
•  “Tell me more about how we got from this data to 

these assumptions.” 
•  “What would you need in order to create a different 

mental model for this challenge you are facing?” 
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SPPS�
Equity/Anti-Racist Leadership, Organizational Learning, School Culture & Systems Thinking �

 Key Points to Remember: 

•     

•   

•   

•   

•        
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ASSUMPTIONS:�

“What are the various assumptions that your 
conclusion is based on?” �

* “What is the role and presence of Whiteness in 
these assumptions?” �

PAST EXPERIENCES:�

“What experiences �
have you had around this issue that have led 
you to form these assumptions and opinions?” �

* “How has the role and presence of 
Whiteness impacted these experiences?” �

Prompts Adapted from Leadership Practices for Challenging Times, Zuieback�

* Questions on Whiteness typically  are used with those that understand what 
Whiteness is and are familiar with the protocol.	
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ACTIONS AND BEHAVIORS:�

“What strong opinion do you hold regarding this topic 
or issue?” �

* “What is the role and presence of Whiteness in the 
shaping of your perspective?” �

CONCLUSIONS:�

“What conclusions have your drawn to form your 
belief?” �

* “What is the role and presence of Whiteness in 
that conclusion?” �

Prompts Adapted from Leadership Practices for Challenging Times, Zuieback�
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ACTUAL OBSERVATIONS:�

“What have you actually observed relative to this issue?” �

* “How might the role and presence of Whiteness impact the data you 
are ‘selecting’ and the data you have unknowingly not selected and 
left ‘on the floor’?” �

BELIEFS AND VALUES:�

“What belief or value sits behind the meaning you have made 
based on your observations and the assumptions you have reached? �

* “What might the role and presence of Whiteness be in the 
forming of those beliefs and values?” �

UNDERSTANDING VALUES:�

“Is it possible that this value may be filtering your experiences 
around this issue in some way? If so, how?” �

* “What is the role and presence of Whiteness in the shaping of 
this value?” �

Prompts Adapted from Leadership Practices for Challenging Times, Zuieback�
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THE DATA “LEFT ON THE FLOOR”: CHALLENGES TO 
ASSUMPTIONS IN DOMINANT�
RHETORIC:�

• Most foreign born immigrants and their �
children according to census data speak English�
“well” or “very well” according to census data�
• Many studies indicate that LEP immigrant �
students as a whole perform almost at the same �
level as their native English-speaking peers, �
and that immigrants students who attain a �
reclassified fluent English proficient designation�
actually outperform native English-speaking �
Peers �
• By the 3rd generation, most heritage languages 
have completely disappeared from use for 
immigrant families, if not sooner �
• “Language ghettos” are due to continued 
influxes of immigration, not linguistic isolation or 
lack of English learning �
• Heritage language development accelerates 
English acquisition �
• Students who are able to maintain heritage 
languages in addition to English demonstrate 
bilingualism and biliteracy at a time when the U.S. 
society is experiencing tremendous linguistic loss 
and limited capacity to compete in bilingual/
international settings �

•  “Why Don’t They Learn English?”: Separating Fact from 
Fallacy in the U.S. Language Debate, Lucy Tse�


